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Triple bottom line is the
gateway to the future
What use is sustainability?
And why should we be preoccupied by this triple bottom line?
After a busy year, CEO Torben Larsen considers how
the future will be Ahead of us, we have the delivery of
over 8,000 tons of steel structures to the Fehmarnbelt
connection, an increased export rate and signed contracts
for several new markets, including Switzerland and
Russia
Corona has had a massive impact on society, but the
pandemic did not stop the developments at Give Steel
Corona was never allowed to particularly dominate at Give
Steel We have maintained our focus on our goals and
tasks, ensuring momentum during a time when lockdowns
and corona figures were dominating everywhere else in
society We were of course challenged by closed borders
and construction sites, which did cost us money, but in
general we have been privileged in that the construction
industry in general has coped rather well
At Give Steel, the Corona age has been a time when many
important decisions have been made We have shown that
we can act both quickly and with agility
Sustainability is the new writing on the wall, and our
climate footprint will therefore be a crucial parameter
for our future ability to compete Therefore, focusing on
documenting sustainability is good leverage to make
us optimise our production processes, strengthen our
supplier collaborations and CO2-optimise the design of our
steel structures
Our growth generally provides good opportunities for us to
develop the company, hire more apprentices and provide
more employees with an education This is our way of
making a difference to people's lives This is important to
us – and to the people who depend on us
Triple bottom line with its focus on social responsibility,
climate and investment to ensure economic sustainability
is therefore the gateway to our future and is crucial to
our ability to continue to develop and stand strong in an
internationally demanding market

All that I need
“
in our company is that we are
motivated for the task, that we
are forward-looking and that
we follow this track”
Torben Larsen, Owner and CEO
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Awards

Highlights 2020-2021

Winner of:
• TEKLA BIM AWARD 2020, Give Steel Poland
• CSR People Prize 2021

Nominations
• EY Entrepreneur of the Year 2021
• Danish Steel Award 2021 (the Icefjord Center
and Naturkraft)

950 tons GSY
beams for the
”Nærheden”
learning centre
in Hedehusene

(Danish MP
and leader of
Denmark’s liberal
party) Jakob
Elleman Jensen
visits Give Steel to
talk about social
responsibility

August
2020

July
2020

June
2020

May
2020

April
2020

March
2020

Two TEKLA BIM AWARDS 2020
nominations for Bella
Congress Centre and Illulissat
Icefjord Center

January
2020

6
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September
2020

October
2020
November
2020
TL is nominated
and named the
title of Owner
Manager of the
Year in Central
Jutland
CFO Bettina
Vorsøe Elkjær
participates
in a new book
about women in
management

Give Steel
contributes
technical
knowledge to the
Stålhåndbogen
(Steel
Handbook)
by Geir Rune
Arntsen
TL nominated for
EY Entrepreneur
of the Year

December
2020

Give Steel publishes
the first EPD environmental product
declaration "Steel
Structures"
Give Steel nominated
as finalist in EY
Entrepreneur of the
Year in the "Sustainability” category

First internal LEARN DANISH
COURSE

Give Steel is authorised to take
on five more apprentices, to a
total of 28

EPD-declared
steel structure for
Denmark's largest
DGNB certified
logistics centre

Annual accounts:
Give Steel rounds
turnover of half a
billion

May
2021

April
2021

Gigantic steel skeleton is
installed at Clarion Hotel
Copenhagen Airport
“The Heart” in Ikast wins the
international Civic Trust Award
price for architecture

February
2020

Give Steel
launches a new
website GSY
robot is
installed

Give Steel donates
a steel structure to
Urban Street Zone
in Brande

March
2021

Give Steel wins CSR People
award and is nominated for
EY Entrepreneur of the Year,
Sustainability Award

February
2021

Give Steel lands order for
over 8,000 tons of steel
structures for the Fehmarn
Belt Link

January
2021

Give Steel publishes EPD
for GSY BEAM® and GSY®
GREEN

Assembly of 1,350 tons of steel
structures for Bella Center
Copenhagen commences

Installation of specially-designed
rounded steel structure for
skylights at the health centre in
Copenhagen

June
2021

Give Steel is
approved for
49 apprentices
Celebrations
to mark the
construction
of a 5,500 m2
production hall
Total capacity:
39,500 tons per
year
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Winner of TEKLA BIM AWARD 2020:
Illulissat Icefjord Center
Photo: KJ Greenland

The building is built with a curved roof surface that rotates
over the middle, where the slope of the roof changes and
the frames become triangular again at the end
Illulissat Icefjord Center: "Snowy owls escape through the landscape".

2020 was the year in which Give Steel’s
Design & BIM Modelling department in
Poland won the 2020 Tekla BIM Award
In the 2020 competition, Give Steel Poland distinguished
itself with two nominated projects: Bella Center Copenhagen
and Illulissat Icefjord Center
The award went to Give Steel for the design of the Illulissat
Icefjord Center in Greenland, which was nominated in the
“Sport and Recreation” category, in which the structure was
competing against six other exciting projects
Give Steel’s exciting 320 ton steel structure provides the
framework for this centre, that is intended to increase
tourism in Western Greenland What makes the location of
this tourist centre unique is the nearby icefjord, which is one
of the places where climate change is most apparent From
the centre, you can see close up how Greenlandic inland ice
is melting
Illulissat Icefjord Center, located just 250 km from the Arctic
Circle and the tourist centre, is expected to welcome 25,000
visitors a year

8
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About the structure
The structure is robust, while at the same time having only
a light ground presence as a uniquely poetic construction
The building sits naturally and beautifully in this very special
protected landscape and is a building of great weight, both in
ambition and function

All the steel frames are made with individual geometry due to
the double curved roofs and façades, which has placed great
demands on the precision in modelling as well as the design
The very high precision requirements resulted in a very close
collaboration between architects, engineers and Give Steel as
the steel supplier

The steel structure consists of 50 individually shaped
steel frames that form the building’s skeleton, each
weighing about 8,000 kg The structure was designed by
consulting engineering company Søren Jensen Rådgivende
Ingeniørfirma. The working diagrams were produced by Give
Steel Poland The steel structure itself is mounted on steel
columns that are attached directly to the rock to produce a
visual expression of lightness

AWARDS 2020/21
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Give Steel
Winner of
CSR People Prize 2021
The prize is awarded by CABI (Cabi is an
autonomous institution established by the Danish
Ministry of Employment to provide information
that focuses on an inclusive labour market) and
celebrates companies that make an extraordinary
contribution towards social responsibility

Give Steel wins CSR People Prize 2021
Give Steel competed in the category "Companies with more than 250 employees”
against Elis and Salling Group for this year's CSR award The nomination took
place at the end of 2020 and the award was presented in March 2021 The CSR
People Prize, awarded by CABI, is a tribute to companies that make an extra effort
to give people with challenges a chance in the job market
The CSR People Prize jury justified its nomination of Give
Steel as follows:
“Give Steel A/S has a long tradition of taking social
responsibility, and the company is happy to open its doors to
vulnerable young people, refugees, people with physical or
mental disabilities, addicts or former criminals Today, the
company has 58 employees, who in one way or another have
found themselves outside the labour market and looking in
Of these, 30 of them are apprentices Give Steel excels in
terms of the positive data for their social responsibility as
measured through the Benchmark model On the whole, the
jury notes that the efforts of Give Steel A/S are very wideranging and assume social responsibility according to a large
number of parameters This applies, for example, also to the

10
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efforts to train apprentices and the desire to give people a
chance to become qualified and find work with the ‘We grow
people’ initiative ”
During the financial year, Give Steel has initiated the following
initiatives that support the company's overall "Purpose"; to
make a difference in people's lives:
•

•
•
•

Investment in a mobile teaching trailer that is driven out
to problem areas, prisons and schools to awaken young
people's interest in an education
Recruitment of a CSR coordinator
Internal Danish language teaching for foreign employees
GS Academy: Mandatory course at VIA Campus Horsens

AWARDS 2020/21
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Nominations: TEKLA BIM AWARD 2020
Bella Center Copenhagen
Give Steel's second project in the TEKLA BIM AWARD
competition: Northern Europe's largest congress hall, Bella
Center Copenhagen
The project was nominated in the Public Interest Projects
category and was one of 11 projects to be nominated
For Bella Center Copenhagen, Give Steel delivered 950 tons of
steel structures for the hall, which has a width of 66 metres
and a length of 108 metres

12
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EY Entrepreneur of the Year 2020:
Nominated in the”Sustainability” category
Give Steel was nominated in 2020 for the EY Entrepreneur
of the Year award, where the company’s work particularly on
the UN's global goals and sustainability attracted attention in
consideration of Give Steel's size and the industry to which it
belongs The broad effort and the well-documented work with
world goals #4, #8 and #12 was highlighted as a great effort,
and therefore the group was nominated for the competition's
special prize in the special category "Sustainability"
Give Steel did not win the award in the Sustainability category,
but we are proud to be nominated and hope that we have
inspired other companies to operationalise the global goals in
everyday life

THE SOCIAL TRACK 2020/21
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Danish Steel Award 2020
Give Steel participated in two projects: Illulissat Icefjord Center and Naturkraft
Neither of the projects won, but Naturkraft was submitted for evaluation for the
European Steel Award 2021 However, the steel structure was not declared the
Danish winner, who would compete for the international steel prize

Illulissat Icefjord Center
Competed for the Danish Steel Award 2020

Naturkraft nominated for
participation in European Steel
Award 2021
The steel structure we produced for Naturkraft is a good
example of how complicated statics combined with tight
project management can produce impressive results
– The structure was not the only complex aspect of this
project Project management and coordination with the
numerous stakeholders were also complex In a slightly “odd”
project like this one, there are many interactions between the
various partners who are involved in the project And all these
interactions have to be managed and coordinated at technical,
practical and procedural level, says Rasmus Østergaard who
was Give Steel’s project manager for this project
Give Steel supplied the Naturkraft project with a total of 310
tons of complex Danish-produced steel structures

Naturkraft – a complex steel
structure with three “sphere” domes

14
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The Naturkraft structure was selected as a potential candidate
for a Danish steel structure that would compete to represent
Denmark at the international steel awards

AWARDS 2020/21
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Triple track sustainability
All initiatives relate to UN global goals #4, #8 and #12,
which concern “Quality Education”, “Decent Jobs and
Economic Growth” and “Responsible Consumption and
Production”

Because of the group's energy-intensive production, 2020
has seen Give Steel working very hard on its triple track
sustainability strategy and climate profile.
Triple track sustainability strategy: The social, economic
and climate-oriented initiatives ensure continued focus and
the opportunities for the future reporting and dissemination
of the group's triple bottom line

SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY

Economic

Climate

THE ECONOMIC BOTTOM LINE 2020/21

MINIMIZING
CO2

Local interaction

Legal

Planning/Design

Human impact

Technology

Production

Education

Market

Local footprint
Sponsorship strategy and
involvement
Local suppliers

Legal
Code of conduct
Anti slavery and bribery
CSR white paper
Local legal partners

Strategic purchasing
The right suppliers:
EPD environmental
product declarations

Positive impact on
people's lives
Social responsibility
Careers development
High:Five partnership

Technology
Machinery and equipment
Robots
Effective production

Planning/Design
Optimisation of structures
Design for optimal
transportation
Project climate plan

Education and Training
Apprentices
GS Academy
Mobile welding workshop
School visits
Learn Danish courses

Market
National sustainability
certification
Increased export

Production
Reduced production time
Waste management
Minimising plastic
CO2-optimised production

Reporting
The social bottom line

Reporting
CSR and social bottom line

Transport
Minimising internal travel
Most climate-friendly
forms of transport
Hybrid company cars

Social

16

SECURING
FUTURE

Delivery
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Our ambition

Social responsibility makes a difference to people's lives
Making a difference to people's lives is part of our DNA
Social responsibility is a stated goal for our business –
and is part of our strategy

Purpose:
To make a difference
to people’s lives

We take social responsibility at all levels, from apprentices
to university students, people with criminal records and
young people on the fringes of the labour market We want
to make a difference in their lives and make the company's
growth and ambitions a way to generate professional and
personal development Thus, we strengthen and develop
our employees in a positive work environment with room
for diversity

18
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The social track
as part of Give Steel’s sustainability strategy

20
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The social track

The social bottom line

Social efforts are one of the prongs of Give Steel's triple track
sustainability strategy, which addresses social responsibility, climate
and economic sustainability

The social bottom line shows the result and profitability
of the company's social efforts

Give Steel wants to develop its business and meet its
strategic challenges in an economically and socially sound
manner, while specially focusing on activities and efforts of a
socially responsible nature
As part of its DNA, the company has set itself the overall goal
(Purpose) of making a positive difference to people's lives
The group has therefore expanded its social responsibility
activities over the years
The activities cover ever increasing numbers of
authorisations to train apprentices, including young people
with social problems, as well as reintegration projects with
the probation service and the retraining of internal unskilled
employees
The group is now authorised for 51 apprentices and expects
to further increase this number within the next
two years
Management maintains young people's motivation to educate
themselves through appreciative management, a close
dialogue with the young people and fixed warning systems if
they do not comply with current guidelines Follow-up takes
place in close collaboration with the vocational school and
sick leave is reported directly to management

CSR related recruitments 2020*

The social bottom line 2020

Total number of employees:

448

Total number of
employees:

CSR related recruitments*:

59

Practical internships:

Authorisations to train apprentices:

39

Retention, Give Steel:

50%

The industry:

21 7%

Apprentices 31/12, 2020:

30

Flex jobs:
17 hours/week/avg

2%

51% less than
10 hours/week**

1 7%

Apprentices with a history of crime:

4
Wage subsidies:

0%

448

CSR related
recruitments:

58
0 7%

0 3%

Apprentices completed education 2019:

8

Apprentices completed education 2020:

3

Benefit to society:

Apprentices started training:

15

Social calculation c f CABI’s “social calculator”

Employees undergoing skills
development:

26

CSR recruitment in per cent
(448 recruitments)

13 7%

CSR related recruitments:
Benefit to society per year, total:
Per recruitment, avg

59
DKK 8,875,000.
DKK 153,017

GOALS: 50 apprentices, 2022

* CSR related recruitments:
- Young people with issues
- Former criminals
- Flex jobs and sheltered work
- Seniors
Kristian Eliseholm, Foreman for
Give Steel's apprentices

22
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**source: Jobindsats dk
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Give Steel should make a
difference to people’s lives

Quality education

“

I grew up with my four brothers on a
farm in Western Jutland As a 13-year-old, I was
allowed to race around in a car on my parents' land I
was a young petrolhead so I trained as an agricultural
machine mechanic 20 years later I became
the owner of Give Steel

GS ACADEMY

Apprentices: Authorisations, qualified and completed

GS Academy is currently part of a compulsory third
semester programme at VIA University College

Smiths

25

Automation engineers

2

Over 30 years of steel production and
business management have taught me
a lot about steel and even more about
people

The vision
Nutritional assistants

2

We want to improve the next generation of newlyqualified engineers’ level of practical competences in
steel structures

Purchasing trainee

1

Warehouse/logistics trainee

1

I have seen many many people grow
and develop during my working
life I have also seen a few give up
completely: give up when they were
halfway there, on life and on themselves

We will be hosting GS Academy again during autumn
2021

Financial trainee

1

Surface treatment operative

1

Apprentices, Total 2020

33

This has tormented me every single time,
because a passion burns in me for the development
of our company and our employees; a desire to do
more and constantly do better than yesterday Our
company is therefore at the same time my tool to make
a difference to people's lives That's what I strive for
every single day”

Torben Larsen, CEO Give Steel

Apprentices, qualified:
Smiths

5

Apprentices, ongoing
Smiths

12

Automation engineers

1

Surface treatment operative

1

Nutritional assistant

1

Apprentices, completed:
Smiths

10

Automation engineers

2

Apprentices, authorised for (2021)

49

Learn Danish 2020

24
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Module 1, completed

16

Module 2, commenced

10
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CSR related initiatives
QUALITY EDUCATION:
YEAR’S ACTIVITIES
Mobile teaching trailer
The first welding course in Give Steel’s
mobile teaching trailer was held at the
prison in Nørre Snede in 2020
Learn Danish:
A total of 26 employees took part in the
LEARN Danish course 2020
#GS Academy:
Postponed because of COVID-19
A total of three steel models were
produced and sent to VIA Campus
Horsens for use in tuition

•

Recruitment of a CSR coordinator 4/11/2019

•

Investment in mobile welding trailer for areas with social
problems, prisons and schools/educational institutions

•

LEARN DANISH: Internal Danish language teaching for
foreign employees

•

GS Academy: Mandatory course at VIA Campus
Horsens We bring engineering students closer to reality
by teaching in arithmetic/drawing and conducting
production and construction site visits

•

Bridge building between state/continuation and
vocational schools

•

Promotion of the blacksmith education (Danish Metal
Herning)

•

Promotion of the surface treatment operative
qualification (AMU Vest).

•

Education/training plans for trainees

•

Telephone contact with trainees to get them up and off
to work/school in the morning

•

Home visits in case of absence

•

Evaluation interviews/ Red light

•

Mentor schemes at school and in the company

•

Communications app for internal communication
between the young people

•

Fixed onboarding procedure

•

Authorisation to train 51 apprentices (2021)

•

59 CSR related recruitments

GS Academy 2021:
1
Investment in training for the year:
DKK 357,069

26
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The social vision
We want to leave a positive mark on
people’s lives At Give Steel, we train
and challenge our employees to become
better professionals and better people
Social mission
To educate, challenge and develop people to become
stronger, both personally and professionally
We are constantly discovering and developing new ways of
taking social responsibility that contribute to the life of the
individual and to society in general and we want to inspire
other companies to do the same
The essence
It is important for us to contribute to society by educating
and developing young people We want to leave a positive
mark on their lives and in the local communities where we
are present
How we do this
We recognise that people are different and have different
needs
When our employees come to us they are met with trust and
good workmanship We develop people by building their
competencies and giving them a confidence that will benefit
them for the rest of their lives
The social strategy
We want to continue to strengthen, develop and measure our
social bottom line

“

It is a privilege to be able to
make a difference to the lives of
other people”
Torben Larsen, CEO,
Give Steel

28
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Our goal
In general, we believe that meaningful work and personal
trust allows people to develop
Training apprentices is often considered difficult, especially
if the young people are particularly challenged
It may indeed be difficult – but helping a fellow human being
towards a more positive direction and a better life is all
worth it
We want to contribute to society by giving young people
with special needs and an often disfavourable background a
second chance at life;
a chance of an education, a job, and a good and long-lasting
career that is based on self-confidence and self-esteem.

KEY PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS (KPIS)
•

•
•

•

Increasing the number of
apprentices in proportion to
employee growth
Increasing the percentage of
CSR related recruitments
Continued recruitment of
young people and motivating
them to take a qualification.
Measuring and developing our
social bottom line every year

THE SOCIAL TRACK 2020/ 21
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Our challenge
Give Steel has dedicated itself to a high level of social
responsibility
We strive for the retention and development of human
resources by developing our employees
Our overall purpose is to make a difference to people's lives
Society does not have the ability to help people as much as
a company can by giving them good and honest work, good
colleagues, professional challenges and the opportunity to
grow
At Give Steel, it has been our experience that a reality-based
approach always works best

Social responsibility makes a difference, also for the
company's reputation, both as supplier and employer
The effect is clear We attract the best workforce because we
focus on professional and personal development and treat
our employees with empathy and respect
This is why social responsibility has become part of our
brand,
even though profiling the company has never been a
motivating factor for our activities

Therefore
Our challenge
is to inspire other companies to strengthen their social
responsibility, to show that just giving young people a job can
transform their lives in a more positive direction We want
to show that it always pays to work on a basis of the social
bottom line – for the company and for society in general

30
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Morten went from a flex job
to an apprenticeship

“

I got away from the prospect of
ending up on early retirement and a
life of crime. My flex job became an
apprenticeship in a good working
environment, where I was welcomed
and surrounded by camaraderie
I suddenly had something to get up
for, so I picked myself up”

32
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Today, Søren is a
respected man

“

A dodgy life with alcohol and a
diagnosis was what I lived every day I
had been kept down and felt that there
was no room in society for ‘someone like
me’ Then I changed apprenticeships
With advice, guidance, mutual respect
and sense of community I have now
regained my faith in myself This is a
really good feeling”

34
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Apprenticeship led to escaping
cannabis and trouble
it’s bloody great I love messing around
“withI think
metal I initially found it hard to get up in the
morning, but if you have nice colleagues, it becomes
a pleasure to head off to work My dad was in prison
quite a few times when I was a kid, so that of course
left its mark on my life This is much more than just a
job though It’s a bit like being part of a big family”
Jonas Sinkbæk Pedersen (20) will complete his
apprenticeship as a blacksmith on 5/8/22

36
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Balance brought to Aksel’s life
in an open and appreciative
work culture
I am super happy and proud I have
“been
given an apprenticeship where
I am challenged, heard and seen,
and where there is room for failure
I am not used to that This has
strengthened me professionally and
as a person It has also helped me to
find my way out of a depression”.

38
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Jonas got another chance
A new life!
I went from internship to an apprenticeship
“even
before the end of my prison sentence
I have only been met with recognition and a
belief in my abilities There is mutual spirit
of respect and trust here, which has made
me even more motivated, persistent and hard
working I have been given another chance,
and I am seizing it”

40
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For Jacob, addiction has been replaced
with bright future prospects
There is no doubt about it I would still be an
“addict
if I didn’t have my job to make me get
up every morning I have now been free of my
addiction for a year and have just been offered
an apprenticeship as a blacksmith, which I was
pleased to accept The future looks bright”

42
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It is important that these young
“people
feel that they are a part
of something, that they have
something to get out of bed for and
that makes them feel that they are
an important part of the company”
Kristian Eliseholm,
Foreman, Apprentices

44
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Stories from real life

Social responsibility
– having an impact on a human life

When working towards our overall goal of making a difference to people's lives, it is a pleasure
to see young people grow through an education and gaining greater self-esteem Our company
is full of good stories about people who have made an active choice to develop as people,
giving them a more promising future Here are a couple of good examples

A young man is serving a prison sentence when he is
hired He is offered release on provisional time so he can
start an education Because the terms of the sentence
do not allow him to live in a school home, he cycles a
six km round trip every day to get the bus to school He
attends every day, both at school and at work Stable
and conscientious. Now released. Had difficulty with
the school component because of Corona (distance
learning), so he has sat his re-examination at GF2 His
apprenticeship is proceeding as planned

Through our focus on social responsibility, we educate
young people for a meaningful life with professional
skills, pride and self-respect
Our efforts help to reduce the number of young people on
social benefits and ensure them a good working life with
social interactions and meaningful work

The more social responsibility companies take, the greater
difference we can make together We therefore hope we
can inspire other companies to accept greater social
responsibility Together we can reduce the cost to society and
give people a better life

The marks we leave on people's lives are pivotal to each
individual

Young man with a background in addiction and
crime Challenged by a low-resource criminal family
background Is in the process of breaking free of his
social legacy. A good and stable fit.

Young man with personality disorders, history of
addiction and crime who is employed in a flex job.
Number of hours slowly increased Now an adult
apprentice as a blacksmith Prison sentence completed,
with help has been able to get his debt and addiction
under control Thriving at school and in the company
Meets up on time every day Has just moved into his own
apartment He is proud

Young man serving sentence, previously a flex jobber.
Contact established via our mobile teaching trailer After
an initial internship was retained with a view to training
with us Today in education in combination with serving
his sentence Is employed full time, is thriving and is a
skilled and conscientious colleague
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Our teaching trailer with
complete welding booths
is lent to schools, prisons
and institutions to motivate
young people to take an
education as a blacksmith

Political attention due to
social initiatives
Give Steel’s strong social profile allows the company to
contribute every day by helping socially challenged young
people on the edge of the labour market to gain an education
These social efforts have been recognised both in our local
area and at a higher political level

Give Steel’s management was also able to present our
teaching trailer with 10 welding booths that we use to
conduct AMU welding courses in prisons and schools

As a result of our social efforts, Give Steel was visited in
August 2020 by Danish MP and leader of Denmark’s liberal
party Jakob Elleman Jensen and his press corps The
purpose of the meeting was to discuss how to motivate
other companies to hire more apprentices in a time of rising
unemployment

"They do it because they are able to"
said Jakob Ellemann very correctly in
connection with the meeting at Give
Steel in August 2020

Give Steel's teaching trailer for young people on the edge
of the labour market was shown at the meeting with the
leader of Denmark’s liberal party, Jakob Ellemann Jensen
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Memberships,
partners and associations

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dansk Industri (the Federation of Danish Industry)
DI, Lærlingenetværk (Apprentices network)
Byggeriets samfundsansvar (the Construction
Industry and ocial responsibility)
Cabi Corporate Network
CSR dk
Industriens Uddannelser (Industrial Qualifications)
High:Five

Give Steel is represented in the networks and organisations where we
can find new inspiration and which work towards what we believe in.
Social responsibility is the focal point as educating young people is
very important to us and part of our DNA
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GLOBAL GOAL 4:

Give Steel and the UN Global Goals
Goals #4, #8 and #12 are our areas of focus

Quality education
Education and training are important Denmark is a knowledge-based society
All growth in Denmark is based on knowledge At Give Steel, we believe that
knowledge can help people to grow, throughout their whole lifetime We therefore
take a focused approach to goal 4 4, which concerns quality education
4 4: Partnership with municipality and schools
Give Steel has an ongoing collaboration with Ikast-Brande
Municipality and the local vocational school to participate in
tuition in the local community Through a process of dialogue
with the schools, we are able to show young people that a
future in the steel industry and the construction industry in
general also involves important skills in both sustainability
and digitalisation
Closer to reality
We want to build bridges between education and the business
community, contributing insights that will bring young people
closer to reality, from state school students on internships to
engineering students who want more practical insights into
working as engineers Through insight, learning and training,
we aim to educate the next generation by teaching them
what a normal working day at Give Steel is like, both in the
engineering office and out on construction sites.

SUMMARY
•

GS Academy: We give engineering
students a practical understanding
of the engineering profession,
bringing them closer to its realities

•

We give state school students
insights into manufacturing and
industry

•

We provide courses from our
mobile trailer, at schools and
prisons, for example

UN Global Goal 4:
Quality education

Give Steel has launched a large number of initiatives to
support the UN global goals

4 4 By 2030, to substantially increase
the number of youth and adults who
have relevant skills, including technical
and vocational skills, for employment,
decent jobs and entrepreneurship

These initiatives are either ongoing procedures or projects
that we have launched
These initiatives can be directed internally or externally
These are applied as part of our triple track strategy
for sustainability: social, economic and climate These
initiatives all support in one way or another one of the UN
global goals for sustainability shown here
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GLOBAL GOAL 8:

GLOBAL GOAL 12:

Decent jobs and economic growth

Responsible consumption and production

The creation of new workplaces is a natural component of our
development Decent jobs and economic growth are therefore
closely linked with the internationalisation of our company and
with its development over recent years

Corporate responsibility is one of Give Steel's core values
This applies to our production processes and our conduct By conduct we also
mean our general conduct towards each other, our customers and our partners
This also applies to our waste management and recycling options Targets 12 4,
12 5 and 12 6 are therefore highly compatible with our own values

8 2: Optimised design and production
Our economic growth is based on our continuous focus on
improvements This applies both to the actual structural
designs and to their production We focus on how modern
technology can improve our performance and ensure that our
environmental behaviour is responsible

12 4 and 12 5: Environmentally responsible management
We recycle what we can and do so responsibly Recycling
and properly handling liquids, waste and materials that
represent a threat to our climate is a matter of course A
large part of our production is performed by electrically
powered machinery We are also involved in a process of
development towards making our production even more
CO2-friendly One example of this is our implementation of
the use of water-based paints as a new standard We are
constantly working to optimise our work processes and
encourage others to try to find ways they can optimise for
both efficiency and the environment.

8 4: More young people in employment
Helping to introduce young people to a long life on the labour
market is very important to us By applying a strong work
ethic, steely determination and visible everyday results,
we help them to grow; as professionals and personally
This sometimes involves hard work at our end, but it is a
responsibility we take very seriously, as it is a responsibility
that lies at the heart of our DNA This is how we are able to
contribute to reducing the proportion of young people who
are not in employment or education
8 6 Utilisation of resources through structural optimisation
Give Steel is always trying to optimise our steel structures,
our workflows and our processes. This also means trying
to find technological opportunities that will improve our
optimisations and help to conserve the environment With
the aid of digital and technological upgrades, we are able to
make more accurate calculations to optimise material usage,
production time and transportation This reduces the amount
of resources that we waste as well as any unnecessary
CO2emissions We recycle where possible and try to extract
the maximum potential from the resources we use Our
production is undergoing a transformative process towards
a climate-conscious approach, in which we are focusing on
recycling, investment in robots and the use of water-based
paints
8 8 Equal rights and a good working environment
All Give Steel employees have equal rights and are paid
in accordance with collective agreements A safe and
stable working environment that recognises employees
for their endeavours is a must We believe in the value of
giving people a chance This is why we have partnered with
High:five, an organisation that helps former criminals to
integrate into the labour market.
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SUMMARY
•

•
•

•

We create decent employment for young people
with social problems, giving them a chance to
enter the labour market
We give people with criminal records the
opportunity to return to the labour market
We generate economic growth for our company
by increasing exports and focusing on
construction optimisation
We use technological upgrades in materials and
an innovative approach to construction design
to produce CO2-optimised solutions and achieve
greater economic productivity throughout the
entire project phase

UN GLOBAL GOAL 8:
Decent jobs and economic growth
8 2 Achieve higher levels of economic productivity through
diversification, technological upgrading and innovation,
including through a focus on high-value added and labourintensive sectors
8 4 Improve progressively, through 2030, global resource
efficiency in consumption and production and endeavour to
decouple economic growth from environmental degradation, in
accordance with the 10-Year Framework of “Programmes on
Sustainable Consumption and Production”, with developed
countries taking the lead
8.6 By 2020, substantially reduce the proportion of youth not in
employment, education or training

We focus on areas where we are able to act in a more
environmentally conscious manner in our production and
assembly Optimisation is the focal point of our design
phase The more steel we save, the more we can reduce our
CO2 emissions A well thought out and properly optimised
structural design also reduces CO2 consumption during
transportation, to minimise the construction project’s
overall climate footprint With regard to transport, we
expect our suppliers and logistics partners to demonstrate
the same responsibility towards the environment and each
other
12 6: Our 3-track sustainability strategy
aims to increase reporting of our sustainable corporate
conduct As part of our transformation process we are also
looking into options for reporting our “triple bottom line”:
social, environmental and economic

SUMMARY
We manufacture in a responsible manner, focusing on:
1

Safety

2

Consumption of resources

3

Management of chemicals

4

Use of water-based paints

5

Waste management for recycling

6

Minimised production time

7

Electrically-powered machinery

8

Effective transport

UN Global Goal 12:
Quality education
12 4 By 2020, achieve the environmentally sound
management of chemicals and all wastes throughout
their life cycle, in accordance with agreed international
frameworks, and significantly reduce their release to air,
water and soil in order to minimize their adverse impacts on
human health and the environment
12 5 By 2030, substantially reduce waste generation through

prevention, reduction, recycling and reuse
12 6 Encourage companies, especially large and transnational
companies, to adopt sustainable practices and to integrate
sustainability information into their reporting cycle

8 8 Protect labour rights and promote safe and secure working
environments for all workers, including migrant workers,
in particular women migrants, and those in precarious
employment

CLIMATE 2020/21
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We are also working towards

GLOBAL GOAL 3:
Good Health and Well-Being
We prevent workplace accidents by having a safe workplace

Give Steel supplied steel
structures for the
Bella Congress Centre in 2020

GLOBAL GOAL 5:
Gender Equality
We aim to employ more women within the company, including
female engineers and managers

GLOBAL GOAL 7:
Affordable and Clean Energy
We are working on a continuous basis to optimise energy consumption, to
ensure that we reduce electrical consumption per DKK of turnover

GLOBAL GOAL 9:
Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure
We increase employment through growth Our processes have an innovative
approach in order to minimise waste (optimisation of structures and transport)

GLOBAL GOAL 10:
Reduced Inequalities
We make a positive contribution to the integration of our Danish-based
employees

GLOBAL GOAL 11:
Sustainable Cities and Communities
We optimise our structures so as to reduce overall CO2 emissions per resident,
to produce a positive footprint in the towns in which we have a local presence

GLOBAL GOAL 17:
Partnership for action
We work with selected organisations to accrue
knowledge towards ever more sustainable development
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The economic track
as part of Give Steel’s sustainability strategy
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The economic bottom line
will future-proof the company

Income Statement 1 january - 31 december 2020
2020
DKK

2019
DKK

Revenue

506 682 262

487 958 339

Production costs

-440 833 246

-413 676 025

Gross profit

65 849 016

74 282 314

Sales and distribution costs

-28 706 083

-29 649 187

Administrative expenses

-16 286 034

-15 928 516

Operating profit

20 856 899

28 704 611

-134 678

14 904

20 722 221

28 719 515

Income from investments in subsidiaries

598 981

360 475

Financial income

938 832

295 865

-5 370 188

-4 472 125

16 889 846

24 903 730

-3 353 967

-4 891 778

13 535 879

20 011 952

Other operating expenses
Profit from operating activities

Financial expenses
Pre-tax profit
Tax on net profit for the year
Net profit for the year
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Ready for
“
transformation with a
focus on development and
cross-sector partnerships
This is what makes Give
Steel strong in future
markets”
Gitte Højkrogh Duedahl, CFO
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The economic track
of our sustainability strategy
The economic track of the sustainability strategy concerns efforts and results
that are related to future proofing the company. This includes activities related
to: law, technology, marketing and reporting
Developments in activities and economic conditions
The group’s activity level in 2020 was slightly higher than
last year To maintain and strengthen market share during a
time that is marked by Covid-19 and rising steel prices, the
company has for some of the financial year sold at a lower
margin both in domestic and export markets, which has
resulted in lower revenue and margin than expected
During 2020, the company continued to invest in changes and
reinforcement at organisational level The stricter security
requirements when entering orders that were introduced in
2019 have had the intended affect, and we have succeeded in
significantly reducing losses resulting from bad debtors.
The year’s balance sheet compared with expected
development
The group's balance sheet and financial development failed
to live up to expectations However, the result for the year

is still considered to be acceptable because of the changed
circumstances on the market.
In 2020, the group achieved a positive balance of DKK 13,536
thousand by comparison with DKK 20,012 thousand in
2019 The year's result was affected by Covid-19, which has
resulted in larger fluctuations and increases in steel prices
than anticipated The 2020 balance sheet was not what had
been projected in 2019, but is still considered acceptable due
to the impact of the global pandemic
The accounts have been affected by challenges and costs
due to Covid-19, especially in connection with the installation
of steel structures abroad and restrictions that were imposed
This has had a negative impact on the year’s balance sheet,
as it has meant extra costs for the company

2020 investments
Buildings and Facilities,
Global Goal #8

DKK 7,799,401

Environment and indoor climate,
Global Goal #12

DKK 506,682 thousand

DKK 20,722 thousand

DKK 16,890 thousand

Turnover

Operating result

Result before tax

DKK 65,849 thousand

4 1%

354

Gross result

Profit margin

2020
Employees (Avg)

33

24%

Apprentices

Solvency

DKK 950,018

IT Development and licensing,
Global Goal #8

DKK 1,792,339

Production development,
Global Goal #8

DKK 8,614,968

CSR and education,
Global Goal #4

DKK 357,069

Other investments
Total investment

Selected key figures for 2020
Group

DKK 2,007,548
DKK 21,521,343

Selected
key figures for
2021
450
Number of employees

Global Goal #4: Quality education
DKK 357,069 00
Global Goal #8: Decent jobs and economic growth
DKK 18,206,704 96
Global Goal #12: Responsible consumption and production
DKK 950,017 38
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33
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Increased export
and greater
sustainability
Selected key figures for 2020
Sales

exports, production
“Our
capacity and climate

DKK 506,682 million

8

4

2020 turnover

Export markets, total

Locations

35

45

5

Sales engineers

Designers

Main export markets

documentation are what has
made Give Steel the leading
supplier of steel structures in
Northern Europe”
Michael Pedersen
Sales director

43%
Export (33% in 2019)
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“Structure optimisation is our golden egg”
“Exports now account for about 45% of Give Steel's revenue A focused export strategy has borne fruit and created opportunities
for Give Steel in the Northern European markets and structure optimisation is our golden egg ” These are the words of Give
Steel's sales director, Michael Pedersen, when he reports an increasing export share that is based on good cross-border
customer relationships The trend is generally towards more sustainability, and Give Steel has distinguished itself by providing
solid climate documentation, which is a clear prerequisite for continued growth

Nordic markets in growth
Sales in Denmark have been characterised by significantly
increasing growth, which has been well supplemented by
exports to Give Steel's primary export markets in Norway
and Sweden Steel structures for logistics and industrial
construction projects in particular are creating this demand
for steel structures in the Nordic countries
Sweden has made a lot of progress on sustainability
and Sweden was the first country to request climate
documentation from Give Steel Greenland distinguished
itself in 2020 with the large REAL DANIA Icefjord Center
project, to which Give Steel supplied a very demanding steel
structure in 2020
On the Faeroe Islands, our increased turnover is primarily due
to industrial growth, but the islands have also distinguished
itself with other large scale construction projects, such as
a national stadium, to which Give Steel provided the steel
structure Iceland too has become one of Give Steel's export
markets during the past year, and most recently Give Steel
has sent structures to both Switzerland and Russia
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Best at structure optimisation in Germany
In Germany, Give Steel's greatest potential lies in the
optimisation of structures Here the market is dense but
typically packed with older family-run steel makers with far
less capacity than Give Steel Sustainability is still in its early
stages in Germany, but our ambition at Give Steel is to take
the lead with our own climate documentation in a market that
generally follows industry standards
Give Steel is in an incredibly strong position in that we design
and project plan our German projects from the very start Our
welded beams here allow us to save many tons of steel – and
with generally high steel prices on the world market, this is an
important sales parameter In addition, we have razor-sharp
specialist competencies when calculating statics etc , which
is our German goose that lays golden eggs
With a strong domestic market and a large number of growing
Nordic export markets, Give Steel today stands strong as one
of Northern Europe's largest and most significant producers
of steel structures We have one of the largest production
capacities in the Nordic region, professional specialist BIM
design competencies, razor-sharp calculations in times of
rising steel prices – and full climate documentation at a time
when sustainability is more important than ever before
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New robot technology for project-customised
composite beams
Selected key figures for 2020
Development
DKK 8,614,968 million

6

6,000

Investment in production development

Robot facility

Hours spent, development

In 2020, Give Steel invested several million Danish kroner in automated robot
technology that uses the market's most advanced welding program generating
software This investment was to accommodate increasing demand for GSY
Beam® and GSY® GREEN steel composite beams, which create floor decks with
a slim height profile.
2020 saw the merging of Give Steel's development
department Development tasks were previously
distributed over several departments, but strategy, tasks
and efforts are now gathered to ensure 100% focus on
development projects
2020's main project was our new GSY robot plant but work
was also done to fine tune our painting robots for waterbased paint Continued development and improvement of
our IT System GSS is ongoing, and further resources were
spent on the completion of our teaching trailer in 2020
The trailer was completed in November 2020 and is today
fully booked to provide welding tuition in schools, prisons
and other places where we can inspire young people to
take an education

Our continued technological development
of our production ensures our growth and
ability to create new jobs
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Massive investments in robot technology
In 2020, Give Steel invested in automated robot technology that uses the market's
most advanced welding program generating software This investment was to
accommodate increasing demand for GSY Beam®, which creates floor decks with
a slim height profile.
Increasing demand in 2020 for our integrated composite
GSY Beam® has created the need to increase our production
automation at Give Steel in Brande

When asked whether the new robots will make current
blacksmiths and production workers unemployed, director
Torben Larsen’s answer is an emphatic denial

Together with the robots, Give Steel now has Denmark's most
advanced welding program generation software.

“Increased automation and investment in robot technology
are the entire premise for our continued growth and more
employment in the company We know this already, because
we've done it before. When the financial crisis set in (in
about 2008) we invested in robots while other companies
were letting people go. The robots gave us a significant push
forward to where we are today ”

“The need for project-adapted steel structures and beam
variations has never been greater Our new robots are a
way to meet the market's increasing demands for greater
flexibility. We are now the market leader in variable,
customised steel beams for thin profile floor decks – and our
production facilities must support this” says Tomas Larsen
The new robot system can weld up to 80% of the factory's
GSY Beams®, and the facility can process beams weighing up
to five tons.
Shorter welding time – lower CO2 emissions
The robots were delivered for tandem welding, which results
in a lower heat impact and a higher welding speed The two
welding torches allow the robot to weld approximately twice
as fast as would be possible when welding manually
According to Tomas Larsen, who is in charge of production
development at Give Steel,
“Our new plant allows us to optimise welding time and
electricity consumption When compared with manual
welding, we are always sure that we will get the right size
welds, and with the four large welding machines we have at
the plant, we will be able to weld items more than four times
faster than with manual welding The robots also allow us to
release our manual welders from the most welding-intensive
tasks so they can perform more versatile tasks ”
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39,000 tons of steel structures per year
Capacity is the key to growth
Tomas Slepavicius is Give Steel’s production manager With a sure
hand, he guides approx 39,000 tons of steel structures through
production a year

Selected key figures for 2020
Production

In 2020, the capacity was approx 33,000 tons – but this
will be boosted in 2021, when the production area is
expanded at the Brande premises

33,000 tons

29,500 tons

311

Production capacity 2020

Realised production

Employees in production

24%

28

CSR related recruitments:

Apprentices in production
environment, 2020

Key figures for
2021

This will provide more space for trusses and space
for more apprentices, who will have a larger section in
the production, so that there will be room for 20 more
apprentices over the next two years
In 2021, Give Steel will expand the production area with
another 5,500 m2 production hall Thus, Tomas has
increased capacity from 33,000 tons/year in 2020 to
39,000 tons of steel structures per year, starting already in
2021

Capacity is the key to
“growth
and our capacity
is one of the highest in
Northern Europe”
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33,000 tons

33

Expected production 2021

Apprentices in production
environment
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Tomas Slepavicius, Production
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Safety – a core premise
Give Steel does not consider safety to be a competitive
parameter This is a fundamental premise of being a player in
this market One of the premises of a safe working day is a
good and safe working environment

Selected key figures for 2020
Safety and maintenance
10

3

550

Preventative measures
construction site

Labour inspections, routine visit

Hours spent on safety checks at
construction sites

300
Hours spent on safety checks,
follow-up
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Safety always comes first, regardless of location or work task
and there is a growing need for increased focus in the wake
of our revenue growth
Also in 2020, we dedicated extra resources to construction
site inspections and safety checks, so that we can continue
to strengthen accident prevention and the ability to spot
potentially dangerous situations
Working actively with routine safety also helps us to initiate
corrective measures when things are moving quickly and
we are under pressure of time We are, after all, only human
– and it is precisely in pressured situations – or vice versa,
when people become blinded by routine – that there is an
increased risk of accidents
The Corona pandemic has set a whole new agenda on
construction sites throughout Northern Europe The
pandemic has made work on construction sites more difficult,
but has also been a good opportunity to develop our safety
measures

Factory safety
Because of our busy normal working day during which we
send many tons of steel through production each day, it is
important that our employees are trained to ensure a working
day that is 100% safe Machines, cranes and equipment must
not only be operated correctly – we must also be responsible
when doing things with our hands
– Our safety department has a special focus on hands
and the risk of trapped fingers and risky lifting. We also
focus fully on very basic conditions that affect the working
environment, including the correct use of safety equipment
and extraction

At the construction site
We work with many different companies in our travels around
construction sites throughout Northern Europe So even
though we have safety under control in our own house, we
navigate a common environment with other construction
companies – and the greater the number of people on the
construction site, the greater the risk
Our safety department is on constant lookout for “near
misses” We use digital registrations of potential focus areas
to control security via our App to cover all work processes,
interfaces, functions and construction sites

SAFETY 2020/21
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The climate track
as part of Give Steel’s sustainability strategy
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Strategic purchasing: CO2 documentation
and sustainable supplier partnerships
Selected key figures for 2020
Purchasing
DKK +230 million

5

1

Purchase of raw materials

Employees (Avg)

Number of trainees

97%

40%

100%

Suppliers signed up to
co-trading agreement

Highest CO2 optimisation
per product (GSY® GREEN)

Recycling of scrap iron
and metal

98%
Suppliers signed up to
Code of Conduct

Our purchasing department was very involved with
sustainability during 2020 We spent a lot of time
tracking the CO2 footprint of our raw materials
and getting hold of EPD environmental product
declarations The collected data was used to
document Give Steel's own EPD environmental
product declarations, which we published in December
2020 and January 2021 This was an extensive but
exciting process, which also allowed for the product
development of our GSY® GREEN composite beam,
which is made of 98% recycled steel
Today, 100% of the iron and metal scrap that is
produced by Give Steel is recycled to be put back into
industrial rotation
We should also emphasise other initiatives in the
purchasing department:
We have a targeted dialogue with strategic suppliers
about the sourcing process and the development of
product solutions that are more climate-friendly We
know that this will take time, but we WILL succeed
in implementing these measures and thus prove
that sustainable alternatives can be beneficial both
environmentally and in terms of overall economy
97% of our suppliers have now signed up to our cotrading agreement This means even better coverage of
our risk assessment
98% of our suppliers have now signed up to our Code
of Conduct
This will be followed by an interesting time, during
which we will focus on developing towards more
sustainable solutions, so we can achieve the goals
of our climate efforts and sustainable supplier
collaborations

Sustainability sets the agenda for our
future supplier agreements
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First to produce EPD Environmental
Product Declaration
Selected key figures for 2020
Marketing
99,000

351

2101

Website visitors

Press mentions

Followers on LinkedIn

18,750

298

1882

Website users

Followers on Instagram

Followers on Facebook

Climate documentation for steel structures was not
commonplace in Denmark as Give Steel was the first
Danish producers to issue an EPD environmental product
declaration in December 2020 This EPD allowed us to
fulfil a current market need in the international market.
But we wanted to do more than that

Our climate footprint is our
“future
competitive parameter”
Anette Maria Christensen,
Marketing/ Sustainability

After all, sustainability involves more than climate
documentation It is our future ability to compete It is
the basis for our continued work towards reducing our
CO2 footprint and is the entire basis for our work on
sustainability Documentation of responsible behaviours
as set out in Global Goal #12: Responsible consumption
and production are important, but it is even more
important that we dare to take the lead, that we develop
and continue to improve by minimising our climate
footprint
At project level, we can today document the lowest
CO2 footprint for steel structures, from raw material to
delivery ex works, among Danish competitors We are
within the German industry standard Our EPDs allow
us to accommodate all sustainability systems, such as
DGNB, BREEAM and LEEAD, Miljöbyggnadd, etc
Green Product Development
During the work on the environmental product
declarations, strategic purchases made it possible to
produce GSY® GREEN from recycled steel exclusively
Transportation accounts were also prepared for
biodiesel and compared with CO2 figures across EPD
standards and LCA phases An internal operational
analysis was also initiated to provide good insights into
how our operations could potentially reduce their CO2
footprint, future investments and a specific starting
point for setting measurable ambitious climate goals
New brands
In connection with the preparation of the environmental
product declarations, both GSY® and GSY BEAM® have
been approved and registered as trademarks in the EU
Our continued focus on climate footprint strengthens
Give Steel's ability to compete internationally and
benefits our external reputation. We have got this green
transition off to a good start and have done so faster
than we ourselves had even dared to hope for
The published EPD environmental product declarations
and project climate plans were the first important steps
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that we took on our climate journey Ahead lies further
work on our climate accounts, new objectives and the
prioritisation of initiatives
I am proud that Give Steel was the first Danish manufacturer
of steel structures to produce CO2 documentation And I am
glad that we, as an international company, are constantly
being challenged so that we can continue to lower our CO2
footprint for the benefit of a more sustainable world.
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Documented climate footprint
Because of the group's energy-intensive
production, 2020 has seen Give Steel working
very hard on its triple track sustainability
strategy and climate profile.

Selected key figures
Sustainability
1

3

Total EPDs published in
2020

Total EPDs published in
2021

1,050 kg CO2

1,040 kg CO2

/-eq/tons

Carbon Footprint, painted A1-A3

CLIMATE 2020/21

Carbon Footprint, galvanised A1-A3

1,930 kg CO2

1,140 kg CO2

CO2 footprint, GSY BEAM®, A1-A3

CO2 footprint, GSY® GREEN A1-A3

/-eq/tons
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/-eq/tons

/-eq/tons

Triple track sustainability strategy: The social,
economic and climate-oriented initiatives
ensure continued focus and the opportunities
for the future reporting and dissemination of
the group's triple bottom line All initiatives
relate to UN global goals #4, #8 and #12,
which concern “Quality Education”, “Decent
Jobs and Economic Growth” and “Responsible
Consumption and Production”

Give Steel climate footprint

PRODUCT

PAINTED

GALVANISED

kg CO2-eq/ton

kg CO2-eq/ton

New

Old

New

Old

STEEL STRUCTURES

(A1-A3): 1050 (A1-A3): 1020 (A1-A3): 1040
(A1-D): 776
(A1-D): 763
(A1-D): 793

(A1-A3): 1010
(A1-D): 750

GSY BEAM®

(A1-A3): 1930 (A1-A3): 1890 (A1-A3): 1920
(A1-D): 829
(A1-D): 791
(A1-D): 810

(A1-A3): 1880
(A1-D): 800

GSY® GREEN

(A1-A3): 1140 (A1-A3): 1100 (A1-A3): 1120
(A1-D): 1130
(A1-D): 1133
(A1-D): 1170

(A1-A3): 1090
(A1-D): 1104

Thanks to the verified CO2 figures, the company
is now able to document the CO2footprint of
any steel structure The three environmental
product declarations achieved so far cover
both steel structures and GSY beams
Over the course of the year, investments have
been made in several environmental and
energy-saving initiatives to climate optimise
production, offices and Give Steel's other
real estate assets Part of these efforts
covers the conversion of diesel-powered
equipment to electricity, the replacement
of oil boilers for air-to-water systems at the
group's accommodation facilities and the
commissioning of a new climate-friendly
painting system - These are all initiatives
to support Global Goal #12 on responsible
consumption and production
Continued focus on climate footprint is
considered to support the company's ability to
compete internationally, while also benefiting
its external reputation

Recyclability
STEEL STRUCTURES

Give Steel:

Recycled steel:

80%

Ore-based:

20%

GSY BEAM®
Recycled steel: (sheet)

25%

Primary steel:

75%

GSY® GREEN
Recycled steel:
By-products:

98 3%
1 7%
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How we minimise our CO2 footprint
Give Steel supports Global Goal #12 Responsible Consumption and
Production by continued focus on four parameters: raw material,
energy efficiency, production processes and production time.
These are four areas that, when combined, lower our CO2 figures.

RAW MATERIALS

ENERGY EFFICIENCY

During the purchasing process, we aim for
the best quality for the price, produced with
the lowest possible CO2 footprint
We constantly challenge our suppliers,
purchase strategically and demand the most
climate-friendly products We also
demand EPD environmental product
declarations

We aim for the highest possible energy
efficiency; at the factory, during
transportation and at the construction site
Investments in planning and construction
are crucial here as is our guiding of our
employees towards climate-friendly
behaviours

CO2
REDUCTION

PROCESS
During our design phase, we optimise
structures through designs that minimise
tonnage and waste
Good construction design ensures optimal
transport with the lowest possible CO2
emissions, lowest tonnage and thus the
lowest price

From raw materials to construction site
Give Steel has distinguished itself by achieving the lowest CO2
figure in module A1-A3

A2
Transport to
factory in
Brande, DK

A1
Extraction of
new raw
materials

Robots and other modern production
equipment reduce our production time and
thus our energy consumption per ton of steel
structure produced. Efficient assembly on
the construction site and optimised production time at the factory allow us to reduce
our climate footprint

The Building's
life
• Cut
• Clean
• Weld
• Paint or galvanise

B1-B7
Use phase
C1
Demolition/
destruction

PRIMARY STEEL

A4
Transport

RECYCLED STEEL

PRODUCTION TIME

A3
Production

• Diesel
• Biodiesel

A5
Installation

WELDING WIRE
Iron

C3
Waste sorting

Manganese
Copper
Chrome
Silicium

C2
Transport to
waste
management

99% of all global steel is recycled

C4
Waste
D
Advantages

LCA: Life cycle
An EPD is prepared on the
basis of an LCA Analysis When
comparing figures, pay attention
to the EPD's release date and the
EPD's modules:
A1-A3: From raw material to
production ex works
A1-D: From raw material to
recycling after the demolition of
the building
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Focus on streamlining operations
to reduce our CO2 footprint
Through 2020, investments have been made in several
environmental and energy-saving initiatives to climate
optimise production, offices and Give Steel's other real estate
assets
Part of these efforts covers the conversion of diesel-powered
equipment to electricity, the replacement of oil boilers for
air-to-water systems at the group's accommodation facilities
and the commissioning of a new climate-friendly painting
system These are all initiatives to support Global Goal #12
on responsible consumption and production
Our catalogue of upcoming climate initiatives and
investments that have the potential to improve the company's
overall climate footprint contains:
• Focus on paint selection and the management of paint
waste
• Scrap partnerships
• Green vehicle pool
• Ventilation and extraction, optimisation and replacement
of existing and new systems
• Durability of tools and hardware
• Possibility of transport that runs on biodiesel
We have big ambitions, which can sometimes be too big
compared to what is technologically possible But we will
continue to try to push our partners and suppliers to take
advantage of technological opportunities as soon as they
become available

We have big ambitions but
“
there are limits to technology But
we do push for rapid utilisation of
the latest technology”
Bjarne Larsen, Safety and maintenance
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Design is the key to CO2 reduction
Give Steel Poland is growing steadily in line with
increased demand for the BIM design of steel
structures for Northern Europe Having the right
competencies and attracting the most talented
designers and BIM engineers is therefore a crucial
factor for the success of Give Steel Poland The
challenge is therefore not only to design a structure,
but also to optimise it

Selected key figures
Give Steel Poland, 2020/21
32

13

1374

BIM engineers

Construction engineers

Structures designed

6

2

Software programmer

Awards:
BIM Award 2019
BIM Award 2020

The design process starts with the careful study and
understanding of the structure
What is key here is to choose the most efficient
static and take advantage of every possibility to
geometrically optimise the construction system
To this end, our open-minded team of structural
engineers collaborates and uses the most up-to-date
software on the market to produce 3D models of
structural systems
Their conclusions are then passed on to our BIM
engineers, who prepare a finished BIM model of the
steel structure, which can be delivered for use in
production For our trained BIM engineers, it is not
sufficient to simply implement the technical data as
it is They always go a step further and try to come
up with workarounds and options that will optimise
the structure even further
Give Steel uses many standard solutions, but during
the engineering process, our ambitions call into
question everything that is “known” and “traditional”
to enable better and more optimal design All these
actions focus on the single goal of ensuring that
our customer gets an efficient structure of the
least possible tonnage, while being as safe and as
climate-friendly as possible In this way, optimal
and well-thought-out construction design becomes a
crucial element of the steel structure's reduced CO2
footprint

challenge is not to design a
“steelThestructure
but to find the right
expertise and experience to use current
technology to make it as climatefriendly as possible”
Kasia Niechoj-Zaporowska,
Head of Give Steel Poland
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BIM model of trusse for Bella Congress
Centre in Copenhagen

Leaders in BIM steel structure design
Competencies are our most important raw material

Employee growth, Give Steel Poland, 2020/2021

BIM and Construction engineers

Software Licenses
Tekla Structure Licenses

37

Tekla Model Sharing Licenses

20

Robot Structural Analysis

10

RStab

3

Scia Engineering

3

Idea Statica

5

Designed steel structures for orders in 2020
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From waste to resource
– thanks to strong partners
A chain is never stronger than its weakest link This is why it is crucial for Give
Steel to choose our waste partners with the greatest care and responsibility
Strong scrap partners
All our production waste is sorted and processed by our
scrap partners, with whom we are in constant dialogue to
ensure the continued development and maximum utilisation
of our industrial waste
All waste is handled through our partners, who are selected
on the basis of their experience, ambitions and core
competencies The following is an explanation of how our
scrap is distributed among our partners One partner handles
scrap steel, while another is responsible for collecting
combustible waste and paint waste

It is crucial to Give Steel that we have the most competent
and responsible waste partners in the sector so we can be
sure that our waste is turned into new resources and that it
is handled correctly, deposited in compliance with current
regulations where applicable and otherwise brought back into
circulation wherever possible
Our waste partners are among the most recognised on the
market and are certified to the latest and most relevant
certification standards, such as ISO 14001 and ISO 9001.
Give Steel is working with focus on a green transition to
water-based paints
This is a development that will have an impact on the
management of future waste from the paint facility –
and we are constantly challenging our suppliers so that
we can continue to ensure development and continued
improvements
Local waste management in Brande Municipality
Ikast-Brande Municipality is currently increasing its efforts
with regard to waste management This is a development that
Give Steel has wanted to see for a long time, so it is therefore
very welcome
We take responsibility for our entire waste production and
aim for maximum utilisation of our waste so that it can be
transformed into new resources

SCRAP DATA, 2020
Scrap quantity 2020:

4000 tons

CO2 saving:

6,680 tons*

CO2 saving, calculated in Euros:

1,422,840 Euros

Steel scrap that is sent for
recycling

100%

* Source: bdsv org
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Management

Organisation 2021

Torben Larsen
Owner and CEO
Mobile phone: (+45) 4026 4453
tl@givesteel com
Michael Pedersen
Technical sales director
Teil Bechmann
Owner

Mobile phone: (+45) 5134 4218
mp@givesteel com

Mobile phone: (+45) 3071 1218
tb@givesteel com
Gitte Duedahl
CFO

ORGANIZATION 2021

Mobile phone: (+45) 6142 2767
ghd@givesteel com

CEO

Torben Larsen

CSR
Mette Angel

Projects

Claus Thorhauge

Technical Sales

Michael Pedersen

Production

Legal

Finance

Tomas Slepavicius

Site operations

Laila Juncker

Gitte Duedahl

Claus Thorhauge
Project director

Jesper Nyborg

John
Noe

Maylo
Wilson

Mobile phone: (+45) 3118 6547
tsl@givesteel com
Kasia Niechoj-Zaporowska
Head of Give Steel Poland

Purchasing
nn
NN

Statics

Design

Jesper
Bechmann

Kasia
Zaporowska

Development
Henriette
Hansen

Cafeteria
Anette
Hamborg

Safety
Bjarne
Larsen

Mobile phone: (+45) 3177 5885
mwi@givesteel com

Marketing/ Sustainability
Anette
Christensen

Direct: (+48) 669 449 558
knz@givesteel com

Maylo Wilson
Quality

16072020

Quality

Mobile phone: (+45) 2680 6713
cth@givesteel com

Tomas Slepavicius
Production

IT

Jesper Nyborg
Installation manager
Mobile phone: (+45) 6175 0275
jn@givesteel com

Bjarne Larsen
Safety and maintenance
Anette Christensen
Marketing & Sustainability

Mobile phone: (+45) 2445 0620
bl@givesteel com

Mobile phone: (+45) 6022 9394
ach@givesteel com
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Sponsorship strategy and local
footprints that make a difference
Sponsorships 2020
Frederik Vesti
Give Steel has followed Frederik Vesti's efforts to come first for
many years and we continue to do so because we have enormous
respect for Frederik's ambitions and ability to achieve them through
perseverance, hard work and a will of steel These are values that
are also fundamental to Give Steel We have always believed in
Frederik and his ability to fulfil his high ambitions. We therefore
congratulate him on his contract as a Mercedes-AMB F1 Junior
Tobias Vinther
We are following Tobias on his road to qualifying for the Ironman
World Championship
Urban Street Zone:
Give Steel sponsored the steel structure of Urban Street Zone,
which will be Europe's largest skate/street centre We do this
because we respect ambitions and want to pass something on
to the young people of our local area so that they can engage
in healthy interests, gain self-confidence and put themselves in
motion during their everyday lives

All our steel structures are
produced in Denmark
Keeping our production in Denmark allows
us to maintain Danish jobs and secure
safe and orderly working conditions

Give Steel A/S
Sjællandsvej 14
DK-7330 Brande
CVR: 26998115

Give Steel
Sales & Engineering,
Aarhus
Søren Frichs Vej 38 A, 1st floor
DK-8230 Åbyhøj

Local sponsorships:
Our local sponsorships allow us to demonstrate our values
and leave a local footprint that benefits initiatives in the local
community Here we focus especially on the activation of young
people, exercise and a healthy lifestyle

Give Steel GmbH
Elsteraue 3
D-07586 Bad Köstritz
CVR: 26998115

LOCAL SPONSORSHIPS 2020
•
Summer camp for children and young people, Give Tennis
Club,
•
Walk a Fun-Thon,
•
Legoland miniature village,
•
Give GIF spring tournament,
•
U-14 boys’ football, BIF,
•
Ringkøbing/Skjern Aspirant team,
•
FCM,
•
Brande Motion,
•
MTB,
•
Give Steel Cup,
•
Give fremad football,
•
Give Open Air 2020,

Give Steel Poland
Structural Design and BIM
Engineering, Poland
Żelazna 15B/104, 40-851
Katowice, Poland

and many more
We provide support where we are able to make a crucial difference
and are particularly eager to support projects that involve children
and young people
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Give Steel A/S
Sjællandsvej 14
DK-7330 Brande
Telephone (+45) 7573 1218
www givesteel com

